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Memorandum COSOR 97-16, 1997, Eindhoven University of Technology

Stationarity of delayed L�evy processes

K� van Harn�� F�W� Steutely

Abstract

It is shown that� analogous to partial�sum processes in renewal theory� L�evy processes

can be delayed such as to show a certain stationarity�

�� Introduction and summary

It is well known �see e�g� Feller ������� that a delayed random walk� such as considered in
renewal theory� can be given certain stationarity properties by choosing the delay distrib	
ution appropriately� This stationarity is re
ected in the behaviour of the renewal function�
the �overshoot� distribution and the distribution of �the process after x�� In this note
we show that the same is true for delayed subordinators� non	decreasing L�evy processes�
In Section  we brie
y give the known results for random walks� Section � contains some
properties of subordinators needed later� In Section � the stationarity properties of delayed
subordinators are formulated and proved�

�� Renewal theory

Let �Xn�
�
� be a sequence of independent� non	negative random variables having the same

distribution as X� with distribution function F and positive� �nite expectation �� Let
Sn �

Pn
k��Xk� with S� � �� and for x � � de�ne

Nx � inffn � IN � Sn � xg

Wx � SNx � x�

We shall only consider the case that X has a non�arithmetic distribution� It is known that
then d� lim

x��
Wx �W� exists and

P �W� � y� � ���
Z y

�
��� F �x�� dx�
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The renewal function U is de�ned by

U�x� � ENx �
�X
n��

FSn�x��

Now consider the delayed process� i�e�� consider Sn � Y � Sn� with S� � Y nonnegative
and independent of X�� X�� ���� and denote the quantities analogous to Nx� etc�� and U by
Nx� etc� and U � Then the following result is well known �Feller ��������

Proposition � For the delayed process �Sn� the following four statements are equivalent�

Y �d W��

U�x� � x���

for all x � ��
W x �

d W� �d W��

for all x � ��
�SNx�n

� x� �d �Sn��

for all x � ��

In section � we shall see that an analogous result holds for �delayed� subordinators�

�� Subordinators

A subordinator X��� is a process with X��� � � and non	negative� stationary and inde	
pendent increments� It can be regarded as a set of in�nitely divisible random variables�
X��� � fX�t� � t � �g� where X�t� has Laplace	Stieltjes transform bFX�t� given by

bFX�t��s� � exp��t
Z �
�

��� e�sx�x�� dK�x�� ���

where K� the canonical function� satis�es K�x� � � for x � �� and

Z �
�

x�� dK�x� ���

see Feller ������ and Bertoin ������ for details� K can be written as

K�x� � d�
Z x

�
y d��y��

where d � K��� is the drift coe�cient and � is the L�evy function� which is nondecreasing
with lim

x��
��x� � �� If � � � ��EX��� ��� then

� � K��� � d�
Z �
�

y d��y��





Analogous to the quantities Nx and Wx we de�ne

Tx � infft � � � X�t� � xg�

W �x� � X�Tx�� x�

The analogue of the renewal function U will be denoted by H� so

H�x� � ETx �
Z �
�

FX�t��x� dt� ��

In what follows we shall only consider non�arithmetic subordinators� i�e�� subordinators
X���� for which X��� has a non	arithmetic distribution� From Bertoin et al� ������ we
take the �rst part of the following result� the second part follows from the �rst by use of
����

Lemma � The limit in distribution W ��� � d� lim
x��

W �x� exists� and

FW ����y� � d��� ���
Z y

�
��t� dt� ���

with Laplace�Stieltjes transform bFW ��� given by

bFW ����s� � � log bF �s����s�
For the continuous	time renewal function H we have the following result� which follows
directly from de�nition ���

Lemma � The Laplace�Stieltjes transform cH of H is given by

cH�s� � �� log bF �s�����
Since by the previous two lemmas cH�s�� bFW ����s� � ����s�� we have the following corollary�

Corollary � For the renewal function H and the distribution function FW ��� the following

identity holds�

�H � FW �����x� � x��� ���

In the next section we shall prove that the properties of U and W x of Proposition � of
Section  have analogues for the �delayed� counterparts of H and W �x��

�



�� Delayed subordinators

The delayed subordinator� denoted by X� is de�ned by

X�t� � Y �X�t��

where Y is a nonnegative random variable independent of X���� The distibution of Y is not
re
ected in the notation� it will be chosen such as to make X��� stationary in the sense of
Proposition �� The quantities connected with X��� will be denoted by the same �overlined�
symbols as those connected wth X���� so we shall write H� W � etc�

For the proof of our main result we need the following result from Bertoin ������� for
additional information we refer to van Harn and Steutel �������

Proposition � Let X��� be a subordinator as introduced in Section �� and let Tx� H and

� be as de�ned there� Then

P �X�Tx�� � du�X�Tx� � dv� � dH�u� d��v � u��

We now formulate our main result� the analogue of Proposition ��

Theorem � Let X��� be a non	arithmetic subordinator� and let X��� � X����Y as above�
Then the following four statements are equivalent�

Y �d W ���� ���

i�e�� FY �y� � d��� ���
R y
� ��t� dt �

H�x� � x��� ���

for all x � ��
W �x� �d W ��� �d W ���� ���

for all x � ��
X�T x � ��� x �d X���� ���

for all x � ��

Proof� The proof of ��� from ��� has mostly been taken care of in ���� since X�t� �
W ��� �X�t�� we have H � FW ��� � H� and ��� follows� The converse is proved similarly
by use of �H �FY ��x� � x��� In order to prove ��� from ��� we need the following lemma�

Lemma �

P �Wx � w� � ����� � w� � H��x��

�



Proof� From Proposition  it follows that

P �Wx � w� � P �X�Tx��X�Tx�� � w� �
Z Z

fv�u�w�u�x�vg
d��u� dH�v � u�

�
Z x

�
��x � w � v��� dH�v� � �

Z x

�
��x � w � v� dH�v� � ������ w� � H��x�

To �nish the proof of ��� we write �compare Lemma ��

P �W �x� � w� � P �W ��� � w � x� �
Z x

�
P �W �x� y� � w� dFW ����

� ����
Z �
w�x

��y� dy �
Z x

�
dFW ����y�

Z x�y

�
dH�v���x� y � w � v��

Now� using Corollary � and equation ��� we conclude that

P �W �x� � w� � ����
Z �
x�w

��y� dy �
Z x

�
��x� w � v� dv

� ����
Z �
w

��y� dy � P �W ��� � w��

as required� For the converse� putting x � � in ���� we have Y � W ��� �W ���� Property
��� now follows from ���� by using the strong Markov property for the stopping time T x

and the fact that X��� has stationary and independent increments� To obtain ��� from ���
we put t � �� to get X�Tx�� x � W �x� �d X���� now letting x��� and using the fact
that lim

x��
W �x� � W ��� for any delay Y � we see that Y � X��� �d W �x� �d W ��� for

all x � ��

REMARK� For compound	Poisson processes� which can be regarded as partial	sum processes
�sampled� at Poisson	process moments� Theorem � follows from Proposition �� An elemen	
tary proof of Theorem � as in the classical case seems not possible in the general case�
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